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Introduction 
Pattern identification is a source of several instructive programming exercises. 
We present one such exercise that is especially interesting for problems dealing with 
periodicity. In particular it enables us to treat preprocessing and search in the 
Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search algorithm as a unit. The main objective of this 
paper is the design, not the algorithm(s). The problem is only used to illustrate the 
elegancy and power of program construction by “derivation”. Driven by correctness 
arguments we calculate the algorithm. 
First we state the basic problem (MPP) in its “historical” context and solve it by 
pure calculation (see [3] for the calculus of program design). Subsequently, we 
show how modest modifications result in 
- a derivation in two phases of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search algorithm; 
- a periodicity search algorithm (the necessary string mathematics is included). 
Some remarks on names and notations: 
Let 1 be a fixed alphabet. A word over 2, i.e. and element of the free monoid 
(,Z*, -1) generated by C, is called a string. The set Z*\{A} of nonempty strings is 
denoted by C+. Capitals refer to strings and lower-case letters to natural numbers 
(including 0) or functions, unless stated otherwise. 
Let X be a string. In order to facilitate references to the length 1x1 of X and 
symbols occurring in X. we write X(i: 0~ i< N). Then 1X1= N and X(i) is the 
(i+ 1)th symbol of X. If n i N we write XJn for X(i: 0~ i < I?), the prefix of X 
with length n. 
For strings X and Y 
XG Y denotes “X is a prefix of Y” 
X < Y means X<YAX#Y. 
A string X is called periodic if X = P’” for some PE I+ and m z 2, where P”’ is 
the catenation of m copies of P. In that case, P as well as IPI is called a period of 
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X. The period of X is the smallest period (if any). Catenation is denoted by 
juxtaposition, e.g. P* may also be written as PP. No distinction is made between 
symbols and one-symbol strings. 
1. The MPP problem 
The problem we consider evolved from the exercise below. We give some heuristics 
for this program evolution. 
Exercise (“carrCcheck”). A string X is a carre’ if X = P* for some string P E Z+. 
Derive a program to find every prefix of X that is a carrC. 
The formal specification is 
j[N: int; {NZ 1) 
X(i: 0s i< N): string; 
I[c( i: 1 G is N): array of bool; 
CARRLCHECK 
{(Ai: 14 is N: c(i)= car(X./,i))) 
II 
II 
where 
car(X) = (EP: P E 2+: X = PP). (1) 
A standard technique in program derivation is generalization of the postcondition, 
for instance by replacing a constant by a variable. The term X = PP in the righthand 
side of (1) contains two occurrences of P, which for the term may be interpreted 
as a constant. Symmetry tells us to replace P by a variable twice (if we like to do 
it at all, and we do). 
Thus X = PP might be generalized to 
X=PEr\X=FP 
for variables E and F that, because of the definition of carrC, range over 2+. This 
may be paraphrased as “P is both a proper prefix and a proper postfix of X”. This 
leads us to a Boolean-valued infix operator pp on strings: 
P pp X = (E&F: E,F E Z+: X = PE A X = FP). (2) 
Indeed pp may be viewed as a generalization of car, for 
P pp X A IX\= 2 * IPI * cur(X). 
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Note that pp is not reflexive, since (1) induces E and F to range over E‘+ and not 
I”. 
First we give a few properties of pp; the simple proofs are omitted. Let H, P and 
X be strings and h,x E 2, then 
H PP P A P PP X * H PP X, (3) 
HPPXAPPPXAIHI+‘I * HPPP, (4) 
HhppXx = Hh<Xxr\HppXAh=x. (5) 
A remark on the parsing of the formulae is in order. Parsing is subject to definedness, 
so the types induce precedence. The Boolean operations have the usual precedence. 
For example the following expression 
lx~k+lppX~I?+lAX(k)=X(r?) = XY<Z 
can only be read as 
(l((Xuk+ 1)) pp (Xl(n+ 1))) A (X(k) = X(n))) = ((XV < a. 
Property (5) will be used for prefixes of a fixed string X: 
XJk+lppXJn+l = X&ppXJ.nAX(k)=X(n), (5’) 
(5”) 
By (3), the transitivity of pp, we feel invited to consider maxima1 pre- and postfixes. 
So define 
PmppX = PppXn(AH: HppX: H=PvHppP). (6) 
Note that the following are equivalent 
p mpp X (6a) 
(6b) 
PppX/\(AH: HppX: HsP). (6~) 
In Section 6 we show that, given P mpp X, we have 
car(X) = 1x1 mod (2 * (IxI- IPI)) = 0. 
So indeed the generalization (of car to mpp) is fruitful. The carrecheck problem 
has evolved to the MPP problem: 
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Derive a program that calculates for every prefix of a given string its maximal 
pre- and postfix. The formal specification is: 
I[N: int;{Na1} 
X( i: 0s 1 < N): string; 
l[f(i: l<iGN): array of O..N-1; 
MPP 
{&: (Ai: 1 s i 4 N: Xj,f( i) mpp X&i)) 
II 
Il. 
2. Solution to the MPP problem 
Forced by the postcondition 
RO: (Ai: 14 is N: XJf(i) mpp XJi) 
of MPP, we choose the following invariants: 
P,: (Ai: lsisn: XJf(i)mppXJ,i), 
Approximation 1 (for MPP): 
n:= 1. ,.f(l):=O{P,AP,] 
;donf N+ S0 {XLk mpp XJn + I> 
;f(n+l):=k{(P,/\P,)[n:=n+l]} 
; n:=n+l{P,/\P,} 
od {P, A P, A n = N, hence R}. 
Because of the lefthand side of (5’), we may prefer the next modification of the 
postcondition for So 
R,: XJk+ 1 mpp XJn + 1. 
By definition of mpp (version 6(b)) and by (5’), RI is equivalent to 
X.JkppXJn~X(k)=X(n)r,(Aj:XJjppXJn+l: jsk+l). 
This leads to a repetition for So with guard X(k) f X(n) and invariants: 
Q,,: (Aj:XJjppXJn+l:j~k+l), 
Q,: XJkppXJn~ksO. 
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Approximation 2 (for So): 
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k :=f( n) {Q. A Q, , see the initialization note below} 
;doX(k)fX(n)/\k#O 
+ “decrease k under invariance of Q (and P)” 
od {QO A Q, A (X(k) = X(n) v k = 0)). 
Initialization note: 
PO 
+ {instantiation at n, definition of mpp (6b)) 
X&f(n) pp X&n A (Aj: Xlj PP Xh: @f(n)) 
+ {by (5’):XJj+lppXJn+l =+ XljppXJn} 
X&f(n) ppX&n A(A~: X&j+1 ppXin+l: jsf(n)) 
+ {dummy change} 
XJf(n)ppX~n~(Aj:X~jppX~n+l:j~_/(n)+l) 
= {definition of Q,), Q,} 
(Q1 ~Qo1 [k:=f(n)l. 
The conjunct k # 0 in the guard is forced upon us by the wish to decrease k under 
invariance of k Z= 0. This, however, yields both XJk mpp XJn + 1 and R, as possible 
postconditions: 
QoAQ,AX(k)=X(n) 
* {(UI 
Q,AXJk+lppXJn+l 
= ((6b)I 
RI 
but 
Qor\Q1r\X(k)fX(n)r\k=O 
=+ ((5”)) 
Q,~~X~k+lppX~n+lr\k=O 
= {calculation, definition of Q,,} 
(Aj:XJjppXJn+l: jsk)Ak=O 
=+ {Xl0 PP Xln + 1, (6b)l 
X$kmppX&n+lAk=O. 
Next we derive that k :=f(k) is a suitable reduction of k, leaving Q. A Q, A PO A P, 
invariant. Note the following: 
- By Q, and (2), k < n. So, by PO and (2), f(k) is “known” and f(k) < k. Hence 
k:=f(k) is indeed a reduction. 
- P, and P, are not affected by k:=f(k). 
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Assume validity of Q. A Q, A PO A P, and the guard. Let j > 0. Then with respect 
to Qo: 
XSj PP x&n + 1 
=G- {Qo; by (S’), X(k) # X(n) + 1XJk-t 1 pp XJn + 1) 
X&jppX.Jn+l~j~k+lr,j#k+l 
* {j > 0, (5’)) 
XJj-lppXJnr\j--l<k 
* {Q,, (411 
X&j-l ppX&k 
+ {PO, 0 # k < n, definition of mpp (6b)) 
j - 1 sf(k). 
If j = 0, certainly we have j sf( k) + 1. Hence Q. [k :=f( k)] holds. 
With respect to Q,: 
PoAQ, 
=3 {k # 0; PO instantiated at k} 
Xlf(k) mpp X&k A Xdk PP xh 
=+ ((3)) 
XU(k) PP X&n 
= {definition of Q, , f(k) 3 0) 
Q, [k:=f(k)l. 
This proves the following solution for MPP: 
n:= 1. ,f(l):=o{Po”P,i 
;don#N 
+ I[k: int; 
k:=f(n) {QOA Qd 
;doX(k)#X(n)Ak#O 
+ k:=f(k) 
od {Q,,~Q,~(X(k)=x(n)vk=o)} 
;ifX(k)=X(n)+{X~k+lmppX~n+l}k:=k+l 
0 X(k)ZX(n)+{XJkmppXJn+l} skip 
fi {XJk mpp X&n + l} 
;f(n+l):=k {(P,,AP,) [n:=n+l]} 
II 
; n:= ntl 
od {PO A P, A n = N; hence I&}. 
For the complexity of the algorithm, consider k to exist outside the inner block 
(using the invariant P2: k=f(n)). A variant function that shows linearity is 
2N-2n+k. 
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3. Pattern search 
Let P E Et be a pattern. Suppose we are interested in (all) occurrences of P in 
a string 2. Put Y = PZ, so we are searching for numbers n that satisfy 
n*2*IP]r\Ppp YJn. 
In this setting the pattern can be represented by its length p (say) only. Let X be 
a string and p be a number such that 1 sp < 1x1. 
Since XJp is a postfix of Xln iff p = n or X&p pp Xdn, we define the occurrence 
of the pattern XLp as a postfix of Xln by 
O(n) = p = n v XJp pp XJN. (7) 
Let f be as in the MPP problem. It seems reasonable to hope for suitable 
O-information in the mpp-knowledge recorded in f: Indeed, for strings H, P and 
X we have 
PmppX + (HppX = H=PvHppP). (8) 
Property (8), which is closely linked to (4), follows easily from (6) and (3). It relates 
O(n) to f(n) as follows: 
O(n) 
= i(7)] 
p = n v XJP PP X&n 
= {Xlf(n) mppXLn, (8) with H, P, X:=XJp, X&f(n), X&n} 
P = n v X&P =Xlf(n) v XJP PP XJf(n) 
= {XJp=XJ,f(n) = p=f(fl); (7)] 
P = n v Own)). 
Since_/(n) < n (nonreflexivity of pp), O(n) depends only onf(n) and 0( i: 1 G i < n). 
This settles pattern search as a simple extension of the MPP problem, by introducing 
array o( i: 0 i id N) and adding invariant 
P,: (Ai: Isian: o(n)- O(n)) 
with initialization 
o(l):= (p = 1) {Pj and p is the length of the pattern} 
and extra statement 
o(n+l):=(p=n+l)vo(f(n+l)) {P,[n:=n+l]} 
immediately following the inner block. 
4. Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search 
The pattern search presented in the previous section has a serious drawback: 
storage linear in the length of the given string (catenated with the pattern). Indeed, 
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the algorithm needs f(i: 1 G i c n) to calculate f(n + 1) and O(i: 1~ i s n) and 
f(n+l) to calculate O(nf1). 
Since, for fixed p (p 2 l), we are interested in n such that XJ,p pp XJn (instead 
of mpp!) the information recorded in f exceeds our needs: pre- and postfixes with 
lengths at most p suffice. This results in storage space proportional to the pattern 
length. So we define (P and p are not related!): 
Pn?rX - PppXr\(P(<p, (9) 
PpmX = PmXr\(AH:HmX:H=PvHnmP). (10) 
The reader is urged to convince himself of the truth of the mm-versions of (3), 
(4), (6a)-(6c) (i.e. only (m)pp replaced by ((I.L)~T). Property (S), however, has a 
slightly different nn-version. 
We provide only the rrn-version of (5’): 
XJ,kmXJnr\X(k)=X(n) 
=(X~k+lnrrX~n+1/\k+l<p)v(X~k+lppX~n+1/,k+l=p). (11) 
The ~J,VJT problem is given by the postcondition 
po: (Ai: 1 G is N: Xd4(i) pmr Xii). 
For the solution of the f_~.n~ problem we define the following invariants (the obvious 
adaptations of the invariants for MPP). 
n,,: (Ai: l~i~n:X&~(i)pnnX~i), 
?T,: lG?IGN, 
$0: (Aj:X&jn~XJn+l:j~k+l), 
$1: XJknmXJnnk>O. 
Except for the obvious adaptations, pnr differs from MPP only in the case analysis 
in the inner block (the drawback of (11)). 
Certainly, 
~“r\~,r,X(k)=X(n)Ak+l<p 
3 {(ll), definition of ~~7rrr) 
X&k+l~~~XJn+l, 
but 
&,A$,/\X(k)=X(n)r\k+l=p 
3 {(ll), k+l=p} 
XJpppXJn+lAk+l=p 
3 {p=k+l<n+l;nO,instantiationatp] 
X$+(p) cLn_ Xi!’ A XJP PP Xln + 1 
j {definition of pm=} 
X44(p) Fnm Xln+ 1. 
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This shows that the alternative statement following the inner repetition should be 
changed (for the ~,TIT problem) to 
($0 A $1 A (X(k) = X(n) v k = O)] 
ifX(k)=X(n)Ak<p-l+{X~k+lP~nXJn+l}k:=k+l 
OX(k)=X(n)/\k=p-l+{X&(p)~nnXJn+l}k:=~(p) 
llX(k)#X(n)+{k=O~X~k~mrX~n+l} skip 
fi 
(X&k pmrn Xln + 1). 
This and the change from f to C$ make the solution of MPP to a solution of t.~rr%r. 
The code will reappear in the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search algorithm, so we 
shall leave it with this. Note that for the calculation of +( n + 1) only 4(n) and 
c$( i: 1 c is p) are needed: 4(n) for initializing k and 4( i: 1 s i up) in the inner 
repetition. I.e. /.L~T needs storage proportional to the “pattern length”. 
Similar to Section 3, we now transform t.~,n7~ to the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern 
search algorithm. With respect to the occurrence of X&p as postfix of X&n + I, note 
that 
O(n + 1) 
= {(7)1 
p=n+lvXJpppXJn+l 
= ((5’); definition of nn} 
p=n+lv(XJp-1 ?r?rXxJrlAX(p-1)=X(n)) 
= {definition of rc7c: t/r0 [k := p - l] = true; definition of $} 
p=n+lv(+,r\+,r\X(k)=X(n)) [k:=p-l] 
So calculation of 0( n + 1) depends only on the postcondition of the inner repetition 
and occurrence is to be signalled in the second alternative (the occurrence at n + 1 = p 
is not relevant of course). 
We are now ready for the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm. 
Since only C#J( i: 1 c is p) and 4(n) are needed to calculate C#J( n + l), we have to 
distinguish between 
preprocessing: “filling c$“, 
search: “signalling occurrences”. 
This separation of the two parts is inevitable, but an earlier separation is unnecessary, 
inelegant and confusing. In order to account for the reduced domain of 4 we modify 
rrTTo t n:, to “buffer” 4(n) we add TV: 
and we take k outside the inner repetition. 
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The Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search algorithm we derived is: 
I[k: int; 
4(i:lGiGp):arrayofO..p-1; 
n, k:= l,O; &l):=O {IT:,A~,A~~} 
;don#N 
+{T~:,A~F~AT~ATI# N, so $,A$~} 
do X(k)#X(n)Ak#O 
+ k := 4(k) 
od{+,r\+,A(X(k)=X(n)vk=O)} 
; if X(k)=X(n)Ak<p-l+k:=k+l 
OX(k)=X(n)~k=p-l+“MATCH”;k:=4(p) 
0 X(k)#X(n)+skip 
fi {X&k pm~ Xln + 1, so n2 [n := n + 11) 
; if n<p+4(n+l):=k 
0 nzp+skip 
fi {(7F:,AT,A?T,) [n:=n+l]} 
; n:=n+l 
0d{7F~A~,r\~TT,An=N,~~p,} 
II 
The interested reader might want to try a direct approach using ~TV 
5. Further remarks on pattern search 
The second alternative statement in the algorithm above, distinguishing prepro- 
cessing and search, may also lead to a code with two (sequential) repetitions, one 
for each alternative. We chose the form above to stress the uniformity: the difference 
between the parts is solely based upon coding, the genesis doesn’t differentiate! 
Several people have noticed the strong resemblance of those parts, but in the 
literature we searched in vain for a presentation or derivation (at all) of the algorithm 
that did justice to that resemblance. (Chengdian [2] and Wiltink [7] deserve some 
credit.) 
[Note that even in 1983 the preprocessing was said to be “complicated and difficult 
to understand” [6, p. 2421. Since the two parts are almost identical, such a statement 
is puzzling. Has it anything to do with the widespread chaotic algorithm presentation? 
(e.g. [l, 4]).] In our opinion, exploitation of pre- and postfixes simplified the 
“derivation” of the algorithm such that it becomes within reach of every freshmen 
course. 
We conclude the discussion of pattern search with a remark on the Boyer-Moore 
fast pattern search [l]. Since this algorithm is slightly beyond the scope of this 
paper, we shall only hint at its relation with the MPP problem. 
Consider X E 1” and pattern X&p. In the Knuth-Morris-Pratt pattern search we 
decided to build up pre- and postfixes bit by bit, but we could have been greedier. 
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To that end, consider the (linear-search-like) invariant: 
PBM: (Ai: X&p pp X&i: i> n). 
Since 
XJP PP Xln + I 
=3 ((5’)) 
X(p-1)=X(n) 
we jirst check X(n) as a candidate for the end of a pattern occurrence. 
Let 
Then PBM [n := n +p -s] holds. In other words the first candidate m to satisfy 
XJpppXLm is m=n+p-s. If s<p-1, we can “leap further”, if s=p-1 we 
check X( n - l), etcetera. This requires knowledge of the occurrences of values and 
periodicities in the pattern. The reader is challenged to give a “derivation” of the 
Boyer-Moore fast pattern search. 
6. Periodicity search 
In Section 1, we “generalized” the carrecheck exercise to the MPP problem, and 
we promised to show that a solution for carrecheck is found as soon as MPP is solved. 
We keep our promise in the following way: 
- we give a variant of car&heck, 
- we proclaim an enrichment of MPP that solves the (variant) exercise, and 
_ we perform some string mathematics to prove that the exercise is solved by the 
enrichment of MPP. 
For fixed m 2 2 consider the following postcondition 
R: (Ai: 1s id N: c(i) = (EP: PE Z+: X&i = P”)) 
A (Ai: 1 S i c N: per(i) = i min (MIN p: p is a period of XJi: p)). 
In case m = 2, the first conjunct of R is just the postcondition of carrecheck. The 
second conjunct of R means: per(i) is the period of XJi if XJi is periodic, otherwise 
per(i) = i. 
Obviously we should extend invariant P for the MPP problem with a conjunct 
P4 to get an invariant for the new problem. 
P,: R [N := n]. 
Initialization of P4: 
c( 1) := false; per( 1) := 1. 
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The outer repetition should contain an establishment of P4 [n := n + 11. So, following 
‘f( n + 1) := k {Pi, [n := n + 13)” and before “n := n + l”, we proclaim the statement 
list: 
c(n+I):=(n+l)rnod(m*(n+l-f(n+l)))=O 
;if (n+1)mod(n+1-f(n+1))=0+per(n+1):=n+1-f(n+1) 
ll(n+1)mod(n+1-f(n+1))#O+per(ntl):=n+l 
fi {P, [ n := n -+ 11, see Corollary 5 to follow}. 
This is indeed a minor adaptation, but it requires a proof! 
The string mathematics to follow is quite elementary and has nothing to do with 
programming or methodology. So we adopt a more conventional mathematical style. 
The basic idea is to squeeze periodicity information out of pp or mpp knowledge. 
Let 0, YE X+ with D pp Y. Then there are E,F E E+ such that Y = DE A Y = FD. 
Lemmata 3 and 2 tell us about (almost) periodicity of Y (they are well known, 
e.g. see [S, Chapter 11.51. Much more can be said if D mpp Y, some of which is 
done in Lemmata 3 and 4, Corollary 5. 
Lemma 1. Let D E lZ* and E,F E 2+ such that DE = FD. Then there are L E 2*, 
K E 2’ and n ~0 satisfying 
(1) D = F”L and L < F (hence DE = FL) = F”I’Lf, 
(2) E=KLandF=LK. 
Proof. It is easily shown that DE”’ = F”D for every natural m. Let n = IDI div(F]. 
Then there are L E 2* and K E .Xc+ such that D = F”L A F = LK. Because DKD = 
F”+‘D = DE”+‘, we have E G KD. Since Ls D and lE(tl = \E], it follows that 
E=KL. n 
Lemma 2. Let D,FE ,53* with DF = FD. Then there is a P E 4X* such that D,F E 
{P” 1 m 2 O}. ZfD,F e I+ itfollows that DFisperiodic withperiodat mostgcd(lDI, IFI). 
Proof. By induction on the length of DF. If D = A or F = A, take P = DF. Let 
D,F E 2”. By Lemma 1, there are K, L, n such that D = F”L, F = KL and F = LK. 
Hence KL = LK. Since D # A, IKL/ = IFI < /DFl, so by induction there is a PE X* 
(even K E X2;’ since P E 2”) such that K,L E {Pm 1 m s 0). Consequently, D,F E 
{P”l m 3 0}, which proves the first part. 
If D, FEZ+, then DF~{P”+2(m~O} while PEG+. 
Note that /PI divides IDI and IF/. q 
Lemma 3. Let Y = FD and D mpp Y. Then F is not periodic. 
Proof. By definition of (m)pp, F Z A. So, by Lemma 1, there are L, n with D = F”L 
and L < F. Suppose F is periodic, say F = Q” for some Q E .X+;‘, m 2 2. Then QF = FQ 
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and Y = Q”Q”“L. We show that QmQn”‘-‘L pp Y. Since IDI = lQ”‘“LI < )Q”Q”“-‘Ll, 
this contradicts the assumption D mpp Y. 
Clearly, QmQfnn-’ L is a proper postfix of Y. Because L < F < FQ and QL < QF = 
FQ, it follows that LS QL, so QmQmn-‘L is a prefix of Y. q 
Lemma 4. Let Y = FD and D mpp Y. Let P pp Y and [PI 2 I FI, then there is a k 3 0 
such that D = F”P (I.e. all pre-post$xes of Y with length ~1 FI are known.) 
Proof. Since D mpp Y, F f A, so there are n 3 0 and L < F with D = F”L. 
Because ILI < IFI s IPI and P is a postfix of D, L is a postfix of P Hence there 
areak:O~k~nandH<FwithD=F”HP.LetHG=FthenP=GF”-”-‘L. 
Since IHI+IGI=IFI~IPI=IG(+IF”~~~‘LI, it follows that JHI~IF”~“~‘LI. 
Since H < F”-’ and F”-“-‘L< Fnmk it follows that H d F”-“-IL, so GH s 
GF”.“-‘L=P.Ontheotherhand HG=FsP,soGH=HG. 
By Lemma 3, F is not periodic, so from Lemma 2 and H < F it follows that 
H = A. Hence D = FhR q 
Corollary 5. Let D mpp Y, say Y = FD. Let m > 2, then 
(EC:: Y=C”‘) zfl /YImod(m*IFI)=O. 
In particular, Y is a carre’ iff I YI mod 2 IFI = 0, and Y is periodic ifs D # A and 
IYImodIFI=o. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, Y = F”+’ L and L< F, so the if-part is obvious. 
Suppose Y = C”‘. Then Cm-’ pp Y and so, by assumption, IDI 2 IC’+‘l and 
IFl~lCl.SincelCm~‘lblClb FwemayapplyLemma4[P:= Cfn~‘],soD= FkC”-’ 
for some k 20. Hence Fh+‘C”~’ = Y = CC”-’ and C = Fkt’, so Y = Fm*ch+“. 
The remark on Y being a carre is an instantiation for m = 2. 
Finally, as Y # F, 
IYlmodlFI=O = (Em:m~2:1YImod(m*IFI)=O). 0 
Note that if Y is periodic, I YI - IDI is the period. 
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